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A new method to determine the absolute pressure in an ultra-high vacuum apparatus is tested using ion mole-
cule reactions with 6CoAr
+ . In a collision with a neutral reactant, the complex between Co+ and the collision 
partner is stabilized by evaporation of argon atoms. If 6CoAr
+  reacts with collision rate, the absolute pressure 
can be determined by comparing the experimental collision rate with the collision rate calculated from average 
dipole orientation theory. The experimental results with N2O, NO and NO2 indeed show that the collision com-
plex is frozen out. Comparison of the rates of primary, secondary and tertiary reaction products, however, sug-
gests that not all collisions of 6CoAr
+  are reactive. 
PACS: 82.30.Fi Ion–molecule, ion–ion, and charge-transfer reactions. 
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1. Introduction 
Ionization gauges are widely used as pressure measur-
ing devices in the low pressure range [1–4]. Fourier trans-
form ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR-
MS) is a well suited tool to investigate bimolecular cluster 
ion–molecule reactions [5–20]. In order to determine abso-
lute rate constants one should know the absolute pressure 
in the ICR-cell accurately, because the pressure is the main 
uncertainty. Ionization gauge readings depend on the par-
ticular gas. In the region of 10–10–10–7 mbar, measuring 
absolute pressure is not a trivial task. Different ionization 
probabilities have an effect on the reading, but it also de-
pends on the gauge voltage, geometry and several other 
instrumental effects [3,13,21,22]. Standard ionization 
gauges are calibrated against nitrogen [1,4,23]. The gauge 
sensitivity can vary with a factor of 30 compared to he-
lium [2].  
The gauge sensitivity, however, is not the only effect 
that makes the determination of absolute pressures inside 
the ICR cell difficult. Equally important is the geometry of 
the vacuum chamber, in particular the relative position of 
the ICR cell, the ion gauge and the turbomolecular pump, 
which can be accounted for with an instrument-specific 
geometry factor [13,22]. The geometry factor does not 
account for the different pumping efficiency of gases with 
high sticking coefficients. It is not self-evident how the 
sticking probability influences the pressure reading. How-
ever, it is quite obvious that, if one extrapolates to the base 
pressure, the absolute pressure in the cell depends largely 
on the amount of water in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
region, which is only weakly correlated to the reading of 
the ion gauge. 
The ideal pressure measurement requires introducing 
the sensor directly into the ICR cell. As a sensor, we use 
here 6CoAr
+ , which can be viewed as a cryogenic nano-
matrix. We expect this ion to react, with collision rate, with 
polar molecules, since exchange of an Ar atom against a 
polar or strongly polarizable molecule will be exothermic 
and face a small barrier. 6CoAr
+  is known to have octahe-
dral symmetry [24,25], and its collision rate with neutral 
molecules should be well described with average dipole 
orientation (ADO) theory [26–30], a modification of Lan-
gevin collision theory [31] which includes the effect of a 
permanent dipole moment. Other candidates as pressure 
sensor ion are Ar2H
+ or 3 3Ar H
+ [32–35]. For those species, 
however, the ion signal from our laser vaporization is less 
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stable than with 6CoAr ,
+  which would make routine appli-
cation of the method difficult. 
In the present work, we test this approach on the pres-
sure measurement of N2O, NO and NO2. The reaction 
pathways are analyzed in detail, and the validity of the 
initial assumptions is discussed. 
2. Experimental setup 
The experiments were performed on a modified Bruker 
Spectrospin CMS47X mass spectrometer [36–38]. In the 
new setup in Kiel it is equipped with a 4.7 T unshielded 
superconducting magnet, an APEX III data station, a Bru-
ker infinity cell, TOPPS ion optics power supply, and an 
ICC2 Infinity Cell Controller with BCH preamplifier. The 
pressure in the cell region is measured by a shielded 
IKR020 cold cathode. Ions were produced in an external 
laser vaporization source [39–41]. The 6CoAr
+  clusters 
were produced by laser vaporization of a solid cobalt target 
disk by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm). The 
vaporization laser and frequency doubling crystal were 
heated by 20 laser shots, followed by 20 shots (10 Hz, 
5 mJ pulse energy) to fill the ICR-cell and guarantee stable 
experimental conditions. The metal plasma was entrained 
in a 50 µs pulse of argon at a pressure of 22 bar followed 
by supersonic expansion into high vacuum, which results 
in the formation of CoArn
+  (n = 1–6) clusters. The clusters 
were transferred by electrostatic lenses through several 
stages of differential pumping and stored in the ICR-cell. 
20 cycles of laser vaporization were accumulated for each 
spectrum, and 20 mass spectra were averaged to get a de-
cent signal-to-noise ratio. The 6CoAr
+  cluster was mass 
selected for the experiment by resonant ejection of un-
wanted ions. Reaction gases were introduced into the cell 
region via a needle valve to a constant pressure in the 
range of 5·10–10 to 5·10–8 mbar. To monitor the reaction, 
mass spectra after different reaction delays were taken. The 
reaction delay is measured relative to the end of the fill 
cycle and mass selection. 
3. Data analysis 
The proposed pressure calibration method requires an 
ion which reacts with collision rate with the neutral mole-
cules of the gas. The octahedral 6CoAr
+  cluster should 
fulfill this condition because argon is a noble gas and only 
weakly bound to the central cobalt-d8  cation. 6CoAr
+  has 
a filled first coordination shell, with the argon atoms sitting 
in the corners of a regular octahedron [24]. It is stable, the 
complex is the global minimum of the [Co,Ar6]
+ potential 
energy surface [24,25,42]. Important for our experimental 
conditions, it does not undergo black-body radiation in-
duced dissociation [43–51], as evidenced in Fig. 1. After 
storing the mass selected ion for 10 s at a pressure below 
10–10 mbar as read from the ion gauge, no fragment ions 
are observed. The peak at m/z = 99.7 is the third harmonics 
of 6CoAr
+ , the peak at m/z = 295 is 36 40 5Co Ar Ar+ , its 
intensity matching the natural abundance of 36Ar. 
Removal of an Ar atom from the cluster requires 
10 kJ/mol, calculated with the B3LYP/SDD method in 
Gaussian 03 [52]. From the stability of 6CoAr
+  over very 
long times, we can conclude that the internal energy of the 
cluster lies below this value. In thermal equilibrium, an 
average internal energy of 10 kJ/mol corresponds to a tem-
perature of 125 K, calculated from the calculated vibra-
tional modes of 6CoAr
+  in the harmonic oscillator approx-
imation. The clusters are most likely much colder than this 
value, since no dissociation is observed. 
A widely used pressure calibration method for FT-ICR-
MS takes an empirical geometric factor G and the chemical 
sensitivity xR  of the gauge into account [21,22]. The 
chemical sensitivity xR  depends on the polarizability α  
of the reactant molecules following the empirical relation-
ship introduced by Bartmess and Georgiadis [2]: 
 0.36 0.30xR = α+ . (1) 
The pressure was corrected by Eq. (2) using the empirical 
geometry factor G  which has a value of 3.7±1.0 for our 
setup: 
 cell exp.x x
x
Gp p
R
=  (2) 
If the initial assumption is correct and 6CoAr
+  reacts 
with collision rate, the relative rate constants of the prima-
ry reaction channels sum up to the experimental collision 
rate 1rel / sk
− . The relative rate constants are available by 
fitting the resulting time-intensity charts under the assump-
tion of pseudo first order kinetics. This was done using a 
Fig. 1. Mass spectra of the isolated 6CoAr
+  cluster at t = 0 s (a) 
and t = 10 s (b) at a pressure below 10–10 mbar. No fragmentation 
induced by black-body radiation is observed. 
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genetic algorithm as implemented in our data analysis 
software Analyzze 2.8. 
The theoretical collision rate constant may be calculated 
using ADO theory. Average dipole orientation theory was 
introduced by Su and Bowers [28] and is based on classical 
trajectories of a linear dipole in the field of a point charge, 
as introduced by Langevin [31]. The collision rates were 
calculated using the HSA collision rates program [53]. 
Relative rate constants krel are converted to absolute rate 
constants kabs with the following equation: 
 relabs cell
B
x
k k T
k
p
=  . (3) 
In this equation, cellxp  is the actual pressure, kB the 
Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature of the collision 
gas. Measuring krel and calculating kabs thus immediately 
yields cellxp . To transfer the results to other experiments 
and to investigate the pressure dependence of the deviation 
between measured and actual pressure, we introduce the 
correction factor pK :  
 
cell
exp
x
p
x
p
K
p
= . (4) 
Calculating kabs from ADO theory requires the polari-
zability α , the dipole moment Dμ  and the dipole locking 
constant c , as introduced by Su and Bowers [28]. Dipole 
moments Dμ  were calculated using the Gaussian 03 pro-
gram on G3 level [52]. Polarizabilities α  [54] and dipole 
locking constants c  [28] were taken from literature.  
The new calibration method also takes into account that 
pressure correction may depend on the pressure range of 
the experiment and the physical and chemical behavior of 
the reactant gas, especially against the surfaces of the in-
strument, which range from stainless steel via gold-plated 
oxygen free copper to glass ceramics. 
4. Experimental results 
Figure 2 shows mass spectra of the reaction of 6CoAr
+
with nitrogen oxide (NO) after t = 0 s (a) and t = 5 s (b). 
Because filling the cell takes about 2 s, there are reaction 
products at nominal t = 0 s. Three primary reactions were 
observed: On the one hand ligand exchange to yield 
Co(NO)+ and CoAr(NO)+, and on the other hand loss of 
one argon atom resulting in 5CoAr
+ , while Co(NO)+ is the 
main product of the reaction. The time-intensity chart is 
shown in Fig. 3. The deviations from the fit are the most 
likely due to pressure variations, keeping the NO pressure 
constant was very difficult. As shown above, black-body 
radiation is not responsible for losing argon atoms, so 
5CoAr
+  must be the result of a collision with NO: 
+ +
+ +
+ +
6 5
CoAr + NO Co(NO) + Ar;  = 5, 6 ,
CoAr + NO CoAr(NO) + ( 1)Ar;  = 5, 6 ,
CoAr + NO CoAr + NO + Ar .
n
n
n n
n n
⎯⎯→
⎯⎯→ −
⎯⎯→
 
The genetic algorithm suggests that CoAr(NO)+ is exclu-
sively formed from 5CoAr
+ . However, given the low in-
tensity of both 5CoAr
+  and CoAr(NO)+, this is most likely 
a numerical artifact. CoAr(NO)+ undergoes a second li-
gand exchange to 2Co(NO)
+ . Formation of the dioxide 
species with elimination of N2, as observed with cobalt and 
rhodium clusters [13,14,55], is not observed on the Co+ 
monomer in our experiment: 
Fig. 2. Mass spectra of the reaction of 6CoAr
+  with NO after t = 0 s
(a) and t = 5 s (b) at an experimental pressure of 3.9·10–8 mbar. 
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+ +
2CoAr(NO) NO Co(NO) Ar .+ ⎯⎯→ +  
In case of dinitrogen monoxide N2O the reaction 
scheme is much more complicated, because there are a lot 
of products, as shown in the reaction kinetics in Fig. 4. The 
important primary reaction channel is the uptake of one 
N2O molecule in the cluster by losing two to five argon 
atoms: 
+ +
6 2 6– 2CoAr + N O CoAr (N O) + Ar; = 2–5m m m ⎯⎯→ . 
The mixed CoArn(N2O)
+ species may in principle lose 
argon atoms induced by black-body radiation, since the 
Co(N2O)
+ unit is a strong infrared absorber. As long as 
there are argon atoms, the uptake of a second N2O mole-
cule is observed. The pure Co(N2O)
+ gets oxidized in a 
reaction with a second N2O molecule, forming 
CoO(N2O)
+. This oxidation is the typical reaction of metal 
atoms and clusters with N2O [12,14,56–58]: 
+ +
2 2 2 2
+ +
2 2 2 2
CoAr (N O)  + N O Co(N O) + Ar;  = 1–4 ,
Co(N O)  + N O CoO(N O) + N .
m m m⎯⎯→
⎯⎯→
 
Nitrogen dioxide reacts with 6CoAr
+  under formation 
of the primary reaction products 5CoAr
+ , CoAr(NO2)+ and 
Co(NO2)
+: 
+ +
6 2 6– 2
+ +
6 2 5 2
CoAr + NO CoAr (NO ) + Ar; 5, 6 ,
CoAr + NO CoAr + NO  + Ar .
m m m   ⎯⎯→ =
⎯⎯→
 
The main reaction channel is definitely the formation of 
CoAr5
+, which reacts to Co(NO2)
+ and CoAr(NO2)
+ with 
higher efficiency than 6CoAr
+ . There are also product 
clusters containing NO. Their intensity is consistent with 
an NO impurity of 10% in the UHV. In secondary reac-
tions, mixed species Co(NO)(NO2)
+ are observed. Interes-
tingly, 2CoNO
+  undergoes a slow ligand exchange with 
NO, indicating that NO is more strongly bound to Co+ than 
NO2: 
+ +
2
+
2 2 2 2
+ +
2 2
Co(NO ) + NO Co(NO) ,
CoAr(NO ) + NO Co(NO ) Ar ,
CoAr(NO ) + NO Co(NO)(NO ) Ar.
+
⎯⎯→
⎯⎯→ +
⎯⎯→ +
 
This is nicely consistent with the observation that 
CoAr(NO2)
+ reaches a much higher intensity than 
CoAr(NO)+ in the NO experiment. Water impurities are 
probably responsible for the formation of Co(OH)2
+: 
+ +
2 2 2Co(NO ) + H O Co(OH) + NO⎯⎯→ . 
The corresponding kinetics are shown in Fig. 5. 
The rate constant matrices used for fitting the data are 
shown in Tables 1–3, with the partial rates summed for 
each ion, and normalized so that the sum of the rates of 
6CoAr
+  equals 1. If the assumption that CoAr6+ reacts 
with collision rate is correct, the last row with the sums 
must contain only numbers less or equal 1. However, some 
ions seem to react considerably faster than 6CoAr
+ , at 
odds with our assumption. Ar loss from CoArm(N2O)
+ 
may be due to black-body radiation, since N2O attached to 
Co+ becomes a potent low-frequency infrared absorber, so 
there is an explanation for a rate above collision rate. In 
case of NO and N2O the 5CoAr
+  gets only small intensi-
ties, so the fitted rate constants are not fully reliable. This 
does, however, not apply to 5CoAr
+  reacting with NO2. In 
this experiment, the intensity of 5CoAr
+  becomes high, 
and the rate constants extracted from the fit should be reli-
able. Probably NO2 cannot react directly with the fully 
coordinated cobalt. In the first step one argon atom is 
Fig. 4. Kinetics of the reaction of 6CoAr
+  and 2N O at an experi-
mental pressure of 2.0·10–8 mbar. The lines show the pseudo first
order fits. Co(N2O)
+ (■); CoO(N2O)
+ (□); Co(H2O)(N2O)
+ (●);
2 2Co(N O)
+  (○); +2CoAr(N O)  (▲); +2 2CoAr (N O)  (U);
+
3 2CoAr (N O)  (▼); 5CoAr
+  (V); +4 2CoAr (N O)  (+); 6CoAr+ (±);
noise level (···). 
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knocked out leading to the main primary product 5CoAr
+ . 
Now there is a free coordination site, and 5CoAr
+  is more 
likely to react with collision rate. Therefore the 5CoAr
+  
reaction rate was used for pressure correction. 
Table 1. Rate constant matrix for NO. Column denotes the 
reactant, row the product ion. «—» means the reaction was not 
allowed in the fit procedure, 0.00 means the fit is best without the 
reaction. The rate constants are normalized to a sum of 1.00 for 
the reactions of (e) 6CoAr
+  
The reaction products reveal interesting properties of 
the ions and their chemistry. The fully argon decorated 
6CoAr
+  ion does not activate any of the reactant mole-
cules. This is in line with our earlier observation that dehy-
drogenation of hydrocarbons is reduced if metal clusters 
are decorated with argon atoms [59–61]. Another interest-
ing and valuable result is that collisions lead to loss of at 
most one argon atom, which shows that the collision ener-
gy in our experiment is small: It takes only 10 kJ/mol to 
remove an Ar from 6CoAr
+ . At the same time, this finding 
suggests that our initial assumption may be wrong: There 
may be elastic or almost elastic collisions, which do not 
lead to a detectable reaction. 
Dinitrogen monoxide is a gas with a low sticking coef-
ficient. The new correction factor Kp for the pressures 
8·10–9 mbar and 5·10–9 mbar, as listed in Table 4, is in 
the error limit of the empirical method of 25%. Here 
/p xK G R≈  is a well suited approximation for pressure 
correction. Nitrogen oxide and nitrogen dioxide are com-
pared to N2O sticky gases and can be adsorbed on the sur-
NO (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
(a) Co(NO)+  — — 0.00 1.00 0.81 
(b) 2Co(NO)
+  — — 4.69 — — 
(c) CoArNO+  — — — 1.71 0.00 
(d) 5CoAr
+  — — — — 0.19 
(e) 6CoAr
+  — — — — — 
Sum 0.00 0.00 4.69 2.71 1.00 
Table 2. Rate constant matrix for 2N O.  Column denotes the reactant, row the product ion. «—» means the reaction was not allowed 
in the fit procedure, 0.00 means the fit is best without the reaction. The rate constants are normalized to a sum of 1.00 for the reactions 
of (j) 6CoAr
+  
N2O (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
(a) 2Co(N O)
+  — — — 0.00 — 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(b) 2Co(NO)
+  0.15 — — 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 — 0.20 — 
(c) 2 2Co(H O)(N O)
+  — — — 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.04 — 0.01 — 
(d) 2CoAr(N O)
+  — — — — — 0.34 0.04 0.53 1.02 0.06 
(e) 2 2Co(N O)
+  — — — 1.24 — 1.19 1.16 — 4.38 — 
(f) 2 2CoAr (N O)
+  — — — — — — 0.47 — 0.00 0.27 
(g) 3 2CoAr (N O)
+  — — — — — — — 0.39 0.00 0.45 
(h) 5CoAr
+  — — — — — — — — — 0.03 
(i) 4 2CoAr (N O)
+  — — — — — — — 0.99 — 0.19 
(j) 6CoAr
+  — — — — — — — — — — 
Sum 0.15 0.00 0.00 1.26 0.01 1.56 1.75 1.91 5.61 1.00 
Table 3. Rate constant matrix for 2NO . Column denotes the reactant, row the product ion. «—» means the reaction was not allowed 
in the fit procedure, 0.00 means the fit is best without the reaction. The rate constants are normalized to a sum of 1.00 for the reactions 
of (k) 6CoAr
+  
2NO  (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) 
(a) Co(NO)+  — — 1.99 — 0.00 — 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
(b) 2Co(OH)
+  — — 0.19 — — — — — — — — 
(c) 2Co(NO )
+  — — — — — — 2.69 — — 0.23 0.09 
(d) 2Co(NO)
+  1.14 — — — 9.84 2.93 — — — — — 
(e) CoArNO+  — — — — — — — — 0.05 0.02 0.02 
(f) 2Co(NO)(NO )
+  0.01 — — 0.24 0.00 — 0.41 0.00 — — — 
(g) 2CoAr(NO )
+  — — — — — — — — 0.48 1.11 0.05 
(h) 2 2Co(NO )
+  — — — — — — 0.60 — — — — 
(i)  4CoAr
+  — — — — — — — — — 0.02 0.02 
(j) 5CoAr
+  — — — — — — — — — — 0.82 
(k) 6CoAr
+  — — — — — — — — — — — 
Sum 1.15 0.00 2.18 0.24 9.84 2.93 3.70 0.00 0.53 1.38 1.00 
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faces. This is immediately evident in the handling of the 
gases in the UHV apparatus. If N2O is introduced and the 
needle valve closed again, the base pressure is reached 
within seconds. With NO and NO2, the situation is com-
pletely different. The pressure in the UHV region reacts 
only slowly on a reduced gas flow. If the needle valve is 
closed completely, the gas is pumped away very slowly, 
and the base pressure cannot be reached without baking out 
the system for several hours. The turbomolecular pump 
generates a pressure gradient from the pump via the ion 
gauge, which is mounted close to the pump, to the quite 
distant ICR cell. The needle valve is mounted in-between 
the ion gauge and the cell. For a sticky substance the pres-
sure in the ICR cell must be considerably larger than the 
pressure measured by the ion gauge. The correction factor 
determined from the 6CoAr
+  experiment suggests the op-
posite. This is the third piece of evidence that the initial 
assumption is wrong. 
The interaction energy of NO and NO2 with Co
+ is cer-
tainly larger than for N2O with Co
+. Yet, N2O seems to 
react with collision rate, while the two radicals seem not 
to. This hints to the possibility that spin selection rules [62] 
are responsible for the reduced reactivity of NO and NO2, 
as previously observed for the reaction of hydrated elec-
trons with O2 [7,63]. Given the triplet multiplicity of 
6CoAr
+ , it is conceivable that only one out of the three 
possible relative orientations of the spin systems of the two 
reactants leads to a reaction. Consequently, only one out of 
three collisions will be reactive. Table 4 lists the correction 
factor spinpK derived with this assumption, which seems to 
be more reasonable than Kp. For now, this mechanism is 
speculative. Further experiments, especially a comparison 
of CoAr+ with, e.g., AgAr+ reactivities, are needed to sub-
stantiate this idea. 
5. Conclusion 
A new pressure calibration method was tested to deter-
mine the absolute pressure in the ICR cell and using this 
pressure to get accurate rate constants. For sticky sub-
stances like NO or NO2, the pressure dependence of the 
correction factor shows that it is essential to use a new 
pressure calibration method. However, the correction fac-
tor determined with 6CoAr
+  is most likely wrong, because 
two arguments indicate that 6CoAr
+  does not react with 
collision rate, at least with NO and NO2. The considerably 
higher total rates of secondary reaction products compared 
to 6CoAr
+  indicate that not every collision is reactive. The 
small collision energies make it seem plausible that un-
reactive collisions occur. Therefore, the correction factors 
determined in the present study are probably wrong. In the 
future, CoAr+ or 2CoAr
+  should be tried. These ions offer 
open coordination sites, so that elastic scattering of the 
neutral reaction partner becomes very unlikely. The num-
ber of possible reaction pathways is strongly reduced. 
While CoAr+ is smaller and offers the largest number of 
coordination sites, 2CoAr
+ has no dipole moment, so the 
ADO collision rate should be more reliable for this ion. If 
the problem persists, this would hint that spin selection 
rules are behind the presumably low efficiency of 6CoAr
+  
reacting with radicals. This question can be settled with 
argon complexes of metal ions in singlet ground state. 
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